
2005 MP3 Compilation

Here are the liner notes for the entries in our 2005 mp3 compilation, volume 1. All of these mp3 files were created by
members of the SurfGuitar101 email list (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SurfGuitar101). These mp3's were made as a
way to get to know each other, to share recording tips and techniques, and to just have fun. Check them out!

Thanks to member greenbirdbath who came up with this excellent idea!

So without further ado, here they are, presented in the order that I received them.

SurfGuitar101 MP3 Comp 2005, Volume 1

Cool cover art by John Detrich! Check out more of John's work at: http://www.jdetrich.homestead.com/

Buy some swag featuring John's artwork here: http://www.cafepress.com/sg101
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The Reluctant Aquanauts

This is "Kung Bao Surf" written by Bill Pekara and performed by The Reluctant Aquanauts. It's off the Reluctant
Aquanaut's first album, The High Voltage Sounds of the Reluctant Aquanauts.

Chad Cote − 6 String Surfer

Song title: The Island Speaks
Composer: Monty Norman
Arranged by: Chad Cote
Time: 3:27

Origins: Covers have always been an integral part of any surf music and any surf or instrumental band's repertoire. But it
always seems that the fat lotta surf bands out there are always doin' Mr. Moto, Penetration, Squad Car, and the
Superstocks version of Midnight Run. (I think the Pyramids version is the best.) There ain't nothing wrong with doin'
them songs, but I think they oughtta be retired. It's kinda harsh I know but the good lot of bands that do these songs are
usually the greybeard, Hawaiian shirt wearin' clean−sounding surf bands that pop up overnight like pimples. I would
rather do covers that aren't known in surf music circles, mind you making sure that they WOULD ACTUALLY WORK
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as surf guitar arrangements and not just any vocal song or any instrumental for that matter. If your looking for poor
examples of what I'm talking about, it would be a band covering a Skynrd tune or the theme from Law & Order as a surf
instrumental. Another embarrassment would be the Ventures instro version of Satisfaction that appeared on their 1965
album, Ventures A Go Go.

This tune is a cover of track #13 on the original Dr. No soundtrack album which was released in 1962. In case some of
you don't know, Dr. No was the first James Bond movie. It was Sean Connery's debut as the trailer ads billed him as the
"Gentlemen Agent with a license to kill". The track which is the basis for my cover version featured a dry tremolo guitar
picking style over large tom drum percussion with bongos. The guitar parts are 2 simple rifts, the first played on the 5th &
4th bass strings of the guitar and the second is played on the 3rd & 2nd treble strings. The first rift is played 3 times and
the second rift is played twice.

I have always thought this song would be perfect for a surf guitar treatment since the picking style of the song to me has
always sounded surfy. I liked the percussion used in the song too and thought this would be a cool tempo to play on the
low E string of your guitar. That, combined with some ocean sound effects would make a simple yet atmospheric surf
tune.

My song opens with sounds of the ocean, then some string squeaks, then a muted, reverbed low E tempo, (which is the
low E played muted on the 3rd fret.) then some heavily reverbed guitar picking. I can spend all day talking about its
origins but its better to listen to song and draw your own conclusions.

As for all the technical stuff this song was a total DIY production. I can't afford any sophisticated sound equipment right
now, especially since a fella's gotta eat, pay rent, make payments fer that brand new PT Cruiser I'm driving, etc. If I had
my way, this song would have been recorded at Ecco−Phonic or Toe Rag studios, but I can always dream, can I? I used
my MIJ '94 Fender Jaguar on both guitar parts. I felt that only 2 guitars would be necessary for the song and a bass line
and drums would have detracted from the feel I was looking for. Also I can't afford a drum kit and a drum machine would
have made the song too sterile. I recorded the guitars via a Y−connector audio plug out of my Squire Champ 24W amp's
headphone jack directly into a Kenwood KX W4060 dubbing deck onto a typical audio cassette tape. Not the most
scientific way to do things and I've been told it's a great way to cause a cassette deck to start smoking and otherwise blow
up. The guitars were played through a '63 re−ish Fender Reverb unit and my Squire 24W amp. I then transferred these
tracks to CD−RW audio disc to music CD−R recorder. I mixed the tracks using the sound editing program of the CD
burning program on my computer. All guitar parts were recorded onto analog cassette in 1 take and the mixing process
took the better part of an hour. The tempo track was recorded August 30th , 2004 just before heading off to work. The
lead was recorded January 30th, 2005, again just before heading off to work. The track was mixed February 9th, 2005
shortly before hitting the sack.

Listen and let your mind wander for the next 3 minutes. Let me know if you dug or thought it sucked and I need to go
back to taking guitar lessons. You can e−mail me at jazzmaster64@hotmail.com. While your at it, go get the original Dr.
No soundtrack on CD recently reissued and remastered from EMI. There's some cool guitar parts other than the James
Bond theme on that CD.

Chad Cote, 6 string surfer.

The Vivisectors − Moscow, Russia
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"Duane Stomp" The Vivisectors

This song and all other Vivisectors stuff is done by myself Mike Antipov in my home studio. I buy professional drum
loops on CDs and combine it in Cakewalk. Then I record all instruments: rhythm guitar, solo guitar, bass guitar and MIDI
keyboard as an organ using Sound Fonts (SF2). My equipment was an Epiphone Special guitar, Action Bass (East
German Fender Precision bass clone), Art tube pre−amp, Lexicon processor (as reverb and delay), graphic and parametric
equalizers. After some pre−mastering procedure I mastered the track in Cool Edit Pro using Wave C4 processor,
Stereoimager and Ultramaximizer plugins. Hope you like this stuff. If you have some questions about my way of home
taping feel free to email me at thevivisectors@surfmusic.ru. I am big hometaping fan. I think that home taping will save
the world ;)

The Bombers − St. Petersburg, Russia
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"Cucumber Lotion" The Bombers

This track was recorded at The Vivisectors home studio. The Bombers band has played together 10 years and has only
done live records in the past. Here is one of the first attempts at a studio recording (the first was "Safe European Home"
for the Charlie Does Surf Clash compilation CD). The title of the song means lotion that is drank by alcoholics in Russia.
Hope you enjoy the taste :)

Wannes Rombouts

Macho Muchacha (for a fistful of spaghetti)
Wannes from the Mono−Tones

... is what happens when they leave me unattended. I must have had a bottle of tequilla with me that night, cause it's a
western soundtrack rather then surf. It is a slightly melodramatic take on the concept of the
lonesome−heroic−cowgirl−saves−little−town−from−nasty−bandits theme... in my mind I see a picture of a giant
horse−ass under a slim chick's one, slowly riding away from the viewer in the direction of a red−orange sunset, while the
credits roll over the screen.

Recorded with digital 8−track and cheap Samson mics. Definitely in there: cheap crappy anonymous acoustic, Ibanez Ric
copy. Most likely in there: DeArmond M−75T. Probably in there: Squier strat (with seymour duncan pups) and US
standard tele. Fender blues deluxe and/or Fender 75 amp. Definitely a george dennis ping pong tremolo, and I remember a
rhythm track with a rasp and a floor tom played with a felt stick for oomph, but I think it got buried in the mix.

The Lava Rats
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So as much as I'd like to hype The Lava Rats songwriting prowess as being deep and thought out... it really isn't.
Essentially here's the rundown: we were getting ready to record "Surfing the Magma", but only had eleven songs. It had
long since been decided that we were going to put a total of thirteen tracks on the disc. so I basically sat around with a
guitar in my hands for hours a day, trying to wait for inspiration to strike. It wasn' long before I went to my CD collection
and started tossing on disc after disc for inspiration. All of the sudden, in the middle of listening to MOAM's rendition of
"Journey to the Stars" it hit me −− I wanted a song with a "big toms" intro that started with chords held out for the value
of a whole note. From there I tried to lay out a sketch of a chord progresson and write my lead line accordingly. I brought
that outline of the song to the guys and we ran what I had until it was pretty well polished. Then we decided it was lacking
something... we had a solid verse and chours, but wanted a bridge that would sort of round out the song. We said jokingly
"ooh, let's do a ska breakdown", and I started playing the upbeats as a joke. All of a sudden it sort of clicked. Surprised,
we all scratched our heads and said "hey... that actually works". Thusly, the song was done with −− we recorded this take
maybe two or three weeks later. All we needed was a title...

So shortly before we recorded the song, I was spending an evening as I often do − on the couch watching the Simpsons,
when a familiar episode came on. Homer and Marge are trying to "spice up their love life", so he rents "The Erotic
Adventures of Hercules". Later, as Marge was cooking dinner, Homer came downstairs wrapped in a bedsheet,
proclaiming himself "Homercles", and when Marge said "but the beans will burn", he replied "Homercles cares not for
beans", sweeping Marge off her feet and whisking her up to the bedroom. I knew then and there − the song couldn't have
any other name.

Thus, the myth of me being deep and thoughtful about much of anything is pretty much debunked.
− Bill Bergstrom

David Pike aka DP
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Here is a tune called "Bruce Lee" I recorded back in 2002. It's a fun take on the 1970s style movie−soundtrack music.

I was watching a lot of Bruce Lee movies, and after watching "Enter the Dragon" for like the 11th time, I was inspired to
write this tune.

I produced this track in Cakewalk Guitar Tracks 2.0 on an old Windows 98 PC. I used a digital drummer, a Danelectro
6−string bass, and a Danelectro Hodad. There's tons of reverberation on all three guitar tracks and I think there's even
reverb on one of the bass tracks (there's two bass tracks). One of the guitar tracks is reversed (backward−tracked) in order
to give a more "oriental" flavor.

This one is definitely on the "progressive" side of surf... but, as you will hear, I am totally dedicated to the reverberation
unit.

The samples of Bruce Lee came from various movie clips off of the internet.
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You can hear some more of DP's music at Myspace.com

The Lunar TiKi's

Here is a track from The Lunar TiKi's called Ripped.

Musicians:

Roland Bettenville: Mosrite Guitar• 
Philippe De Clercq: Fender Precision Bass• 
Simon Rigot: Hammond BX−3 Organ• 
Luc Bauveroy: Drums• 

Location: Brussels (Belgium)

Website: www.lunartikis.be.tf

Pozor Vlak
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Here is the track "WAR SONG" from our current cd "SHELL BEACH!" released via our own little label fuzznsurf
records. Pozor Vlak comes from Magdeburg in the center of Germany. It was recorded in January 2004 in our rehearsal
room with an 8 track.

Equipment used: − Commandante played a Fender Telecaster, Professor Vlakow played a Fender Stratocaster and an
Epiphone Bass guitar, Tarras Nanoc played a no name 2nd hand drumset, Der Schwarze Ritter played various percussions
(rattles, shakers...).

Amps used: Gayatone tube amp with a 4x12 inch Hughes and Kettner speaker and a Hughes and Kettner "Basskick amp".

Handclaps were made by Tarras Nanoc and Der Schwarze Ritter.

The track appeared in a obscure b/w 50's movie, the artist/author of this song we unfortunately don't know. We modulated
the track into a Pozor Vlak song that can be used as a blueprint for our fuzznsurf style heh, heh...

The intro sample is Sylvester Stallone from the "Judge Dred" movies saying "Mr., I am the law...". There's also a short
"Walk don't run" acetate in the middle of the song.

Shawn Martin
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Well, what the hell. I'm not a real guitarist but here is my first stab at multitracking. This is a 5−track recording,
everything played by me. I'm a drummer but don't have any way to record them, so it's drum free :−). This was recorded
using a Line 6 Guitar Port and Cool Edit Pro 2. I used a plain old Fender Strat for everything, including the bass (I have a
bass on the way, but it hasn't shown up yet).

This is an original titled "Hurricane Ashley".

Danny Bartley

This song is from an unmastered demo session a year and a half ago. It was recorded at a friend's studio with pro tools.
My 59 Gretsch dual annie was played through a twin, a reissue vibroverb and a 64 deluxe. I cranked all 3 reverbs and
added some peavey valveverb afterwards. I call this one Go Go Gone.

Nor Cal Hodad

This is a D.I.Y. demo of an original song called "Drink, Stomp, Twist" recorded in my living room with a combination of
analog, Fostex X−14 4−track, and digital, GarageBand software. I'm playing all the instruments, 3 guitar tracks, bass and
drums. Mosrite, Longhorn bass and 4 piece Pearl/ Tama butt−rocker kit, respectively. Oh and Fender Reverb of course.
All the recording was done by me also. It's the first time I've really done any "studio" drumming. I'm still trying to dial in
the timing and tightness and such, but this demo has a nice live, drunken, lo−fi quality to it I think. Check in the near
future at www.purevolume.com/norcalhodad cuz I'll be uploadin' some other stuff as I prep for a full album worth of
surf/instro rippers.

Marty Tippens
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Title: El Cumbanchero
Composer: Rafael Hernandez Cancholo

It was all recorded to Sonar on my computer with an AKG D3000E diaphram mic through a MidiMan Audio Buddy
direct box with phantom power. I started with a Taylor 510 acoustic rhythm to a click track. I then beat brushes against a
barstool for the percussion. After that, I added a Mexi Strat lead (flatwound D'Addario 13's) through Fender reverb tank
through Custom Vibrolux. Then came the Gold Tone EBT Electric Banjo recorded both direct (right channel) and
acoustically (left channel). Fender Bass with big flatwounds came next and lastly some harmony lead bits on the
Mexi−Strat. Thanks fer listening!

The Detonators

"Liquid Chaos"
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When the song was written, it was goin' for the Big, High Surf Advisory feel. It was written shortly after the death of
Mark Foo, (a true master of Maverick's). This song was totally inspired by him.
B−B−O

Longboard Ranch

"Mr. Quench" was written by our esteemed member, Loyd Davis, (original writer of "Wave Walkin'" and "Swami's Reef"
during his "Surf Raiders" days), but contrary to our usual procedure, that the songwriter plays the lead guitar on his
composition, Loyd asked me to do the honors on this one.

I think this may be one of the four or five best originals in Loyd's entire portfolio, and it was a pure pleasure to play the
lead on this neo−Classic surf tune!
Bruce D.

The 'Verb

"The Wrath of the Mercenary"

Written by Eric Cranfield.

The song was recorded at our first show using one randomly placed microphone going into our digital recorder. The lead
guitar is a Fender Jazzmaster through a '64 Fender Tremolux. The rhythm is a Fender Jaguar through a '64 Fender
Showman. Both guitars have reissue reverb tanks as well.

You can hear more of The 'Verb at www.freewebs.com/theverb or check out our myspace page at
www.myspace.com/theverb.
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The Liabilities

"There Goes That Dude"

My guitar player and I wrote this song one night after too many beers and the movie, "Road Racers." This recording is a
little old and the earliest incarnation of this tune. We've since added a second guitar and a few other things. It was
recorded live with a friend of our's mic set and what you hear is how it came out with no mixing down or anything, hence
the roughness. The guitar is a California Series Telecaster with Texas Specials played through a Line 6 50 watt 2x12 with
all the reverb we could get out of it and a little distortion. My bass is a Mike Dirnt signature Precision bass strung with EB
nickel rounds played through an Ampeg B100R combo. Not sure about the drum setup, but his kit is pretty old and beat
because he's been using the same one since he was 11. We have a few original instro numbers in the Link Wray/spaghetti
western tradition.
−Richard "Errant Jedi" Hawes

The Aquasonics

The Aquasonics are 4 surf music lovers from Denver, Colorado who were lucky enough to find each other (Either by
divine intervention, or by Boulder Bob from The Beloved Invaders). The first time we got together, it was a casual "let's
play some tunes, it'll be fun" Expecting 3 other guitar players, imagine my surprise when I arrived, only to see a bass
player, a drummer, and another guitar player. Hell, that's the makings of a band!! By the end of the first night, we could
play 7 surf standards, and recognize them all! We have been playing out locally for a year, and always have a great time!
Thanks Scott, Jesse, and Maui!

The song is "The Infantile Surf". Actually, it's part "Theme From Ride the Wild Surf" by The Astronauts, and part "Storm
Surf" by the Surfaris. The title "the Infantile Surf" comes from a conversation I had with another surf guy about some surf
music being uninteresting and "infantile". We play lots of infantile songs I guess. It's now a little band joke.....instead of
saying "that songs sounded great!" we say " that was infantile!" The song is more about the power of surf music than it is
about dazzling anyone with cool chord progressions or crazy speed runs (which is good, 'cause we can't play them other
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kinda songs!).

We recorded it "Live" at our drummer Jesse's house (in the basement). Here's how we recorded each instrument.

Jesse − Drums: 60's Vintage Ludwigs. A shure drum mic kit into a mackie 8 track board, mixed into one line into
the computer.

• 

Scott − Bass: Fender P−Bass / Musicman bass amp. Recorded from the line out jack.• 
Maui − Guitar: Tokai Hummingbird reissue into a Holy Grail/ Fender hot Rod DeVille. Shure 57 microphone.• 
Chris − Guitar: MIJ Jazzmaster into a Reissue Fender Reverb tank/ Fender Blues Junior Amp. Shure 57 mic.• 

We recorded it live in two takes, using the second take. It was mixed down from the original 4 tracks using Cool Edit Pro.
−Chris

Bird Of Terror

This song is more of the surf inspired, or my vision of surf in my style. I usually write more textured guitar pieces, but my
beginnings started in surf.

This song was recorded using:

Mid−90's California Fat Strat, ran though Arion EQ, Boss G3−7 EQ, Boss RV−3.• 
Amplification was a combination of the POD 2.0 and NI Guitar Rig.• 
Soundcard used was M−Audio Audiophile 24/96.• 
Recording, mixing, and compression were done in Cool Edit 2.0.• 

Thanks to R−12 for the bird sketch! Thanks for listening!
−Neal S.

The Knights

"Penetration", along with a number of other 60's, high−profile surf instro standards, have been covered to nth power
without too much change. So, why not try something different, especially when I can incorporate the guitar talents of my
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two sons?
−Dick Stewart

George Brianka

The name of the song is "Coney Island". It's an original instrumental that I wrote and recorded on my Macintosh. I'm
heavily influenced by Dick Dale, Link Wray and Cliff Gallop. I used a surfin' sonic blue 60's Vintage Player Strat through
a Korg Pandora PX4 amp simulator into a Tascam USB mixer/midi controller. The feel I was trying to convey was a
beach party down under the boardwalk with plenty of hula hoops to go around!

The Sandudes

Song: "Scooby Chase"

Story: Energetic little soul surf teenage bubblegum instrumental piece captured live at a recent rehearsal. Inspired by the
"chase scene" music in the original "Scooby Doo" cartoon series, and maybe a little by Austin Powers too. Classic late
1960s/early 1970s psychedelic bubblegum progression, groovy, groovy bass line, and sweet soulful melody. There's even
a little "scary" part in the middle. This is live and there are a few flubs, but hey, we like to live dangerously. Hope you
enjoy!

Gear: Fender P−Bass, Ampeg amplifier, 1997 Fender Stratocaster with Fender Cyber−Twin. Cyber−Twin is lightly juiced
with a Boss BD−2 Blues Driver, and uses the only available digital emulation of the classic Brown Tolex 1963 Fender
outboard 3−knob tube Reverb unit. Mono recording through mixer; drums miked, bass and guitar XLR direct.
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Contact:
sandudes_abq@comcast.net
www.sandudes.net

The Daytonas

Dare Devil − The Daytonas

Lars Kjellén − Guitar• 
Klas Fjellgren − Guitar• 
Lars Lindberg − Bass• 
Patrik Hammarsten − Organ• 
Jerk Fjellgren − Drums• 

Since the Surfites doesn't have any suitable stuff to submit at the moment, I thought it could be cool to contribute an old
Daytonas recording penned by my brother Jerk (Yes, it's a name!). The track was recorded sometime around 1993 and is
taken from the Parabolica vinyl album (a different version was on the Quarter Mile CD). Don't be afraid to crank up the
volume since this one is supposed to be played LOUD!!!

Klas / The Surfites

The Beloved Invaders
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"Kaikoura" − The Beloved Invaders

Here is a tune from a CD we made 4 years ago − we are almost done with our new CD which is going to be A LOT
different!

−Boulder Bob

Urban Surf Kings

"I'm Branded" (Wray)
Recorded live at Hell's Kitchen, Halifax, NS

Urban Surf Kings www.geocities.com/surfkings

Eric Hutchinson
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"Surfacing" Eric Hutchinson

This is a rough version of what I had in mind for this song. It's still a work progress hence the incomplete recording for
bass, missed notes, and awful timing on my part. I didn't really have the resources to record my drum set, I just picked
something that might work best without them. So for what it's worth, enjoy. Even if it kind of meanders.

The pic shows almost everything I have to work with. Fortunately you can't really see my "sound proofing" ie, green
carpeted walls, and large orange piece of foam that generally sits in from of the set.

Gear Used: Kramer focus, Fender Mexican P−Bass, BOSS RV−5, Tascam US−122

As always −> Surf in Seattle?

Atomic Mosquitos
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I wrote this song in about 5 minutes. I was messing around with the intro riff which was sort of a combo between Movin'
and Groovin' and the intro to Surfin' USA, and this is the result.
−Paul
Atomic Mosquitos

The Swamp Coolers

The Swamp Coolers may be the only surf band in Phoenix, Arizona! Hawaii 5−0 was recorded digitally at our desert
studio on a program called Cakewalk. Guitars included a 1968 Fender Telecaster, 1962 Guild Bluesbird, Fender Strat,
Fender Jaguar, Danelectro U3, Dipinto Galaxie, and a Fender Jazz Bass. We plugged into vintage and re−issue 1965
Fender Twin Reverbs, a Fender Tube Reverb Tank, and a Line 6 POD. That's Cherndog on rhythm, Chip on drums, and I
played the leads and bass.
−Terry (guildaristocrat62)

Casey Cash
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Here's my version of a favorite. Just got a Korg home recorder and this is the only track finished. Its 4 tracks; my friend
left his conga here for a few weeks so this is my 1st attempt at playing one. The lead is played on a '74 strat through a '66
Super Reverb amp. The 2 other guitar parts are played on a '64 Mustang through a '66 Princeton Reverb amp. No effects
other than the onboard reverb. Tried to achieve a 60's tone. 11−49 Fender nickel strings.

Tie Dyed Jellyfish

My son Mark and I sit around in the evening and weekends learning how to play guitar. Surf Guitar, of course. He plays
lead. I play rhythm. He's 14 and I'm, well, old enough to be his father. Mark dubbed our 'band' the "Tye−Dyed Jellyfish."
Our selection here is Misirlou, arranged for middle school garage band.

Oh yeah, Mark uses a Standard Strat through a DigiVerb and I use a Strat Jr straight into the computer.

"...on behalf of the members of the band, I hope we passed the audition."

−Dave, aka Stratrhythm

Forever Surf
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Deane and I met on the Venture's 'Surfin to Baja' cruise and became great friends. He's in Arizona and I'm in California so
we can only get together four or five times per year. We are both old enough (61 and 54 respectively) and lucky enough to
have been around when surf was new.

We both used matching 1966 Jazzmasters and Bose GT6 Processors directly into a Bose 1180CD recorder. We still need
to work on building drum tracks, but feel really good about our first efforts. With us it's all about friendship and having a
good time and we hope everyone enjoys our small contribution to this really cool project.
−reverbmike

"reverb" Mike Finney and Deane "can't sing" Stanton are "Forever Surf"

Los Cobras

Watery Grave is one of the songs we recorded for our ten song cd that we're releasing this summer. We wrote the material
in fall 2004, We recorded it at Aartvark Studios in Grand Rapids, MI. (He's recorded a lot of other local bands, as well as
his own albums). It was recorded on ADAT and mixed to DAT. The mastering was done by Al MacAvoy at Dynamite
Sound Project in Grand Rapids using (yes I know) ProTools.

Phil Tiki
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Tiki Man by Deadbolt. This seemed like a natural for me. Deadbolt & Tiki. Gotta love it. I'm Phil Tiki and I play bass for
The Cocktail Preachers.

I did the entire song in Apple's Garage Band. The drums and percussion were all stock loops. The Lead guitar (left) is a
2004 CIJ Jazzmaster (AVRI pickups) into a Danelectro Spring King into a Vox AD30VT (4x10 − Tweed Bassman
setting). I mic'ed with a SM57 into an M−Audio Mobile Pre USB interface then into Garage Band. The Rhythm guitar
(right) is a 2004 Gretsch Electromatic Bo Diddley using the same reverb/amp/mic setup. The bass is my new favorite. An
Ishibashi CIJ 62RI (Fiesta Red) P−Bass into a Sans Amp Bass Driver DI into the M−Audio into GB.

This comp is a great idea and I can't wait for the Summer one...
−Phil Tiki
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